






Self-Regulatory Organizations (the 
Indonesia Stock Exchange - BEi, the 
Indonesian Clearing, and 
Guaranteeing Corporation - KPEI, 
and KSEI), invited guests, and the 
Media. 

KSEI has initiated its 
electronically accelerated investment 
account opening project since 2016, 
with the full support of the OJK. This 
KSEl-led Account Opening 
Simplification Initiative aligns with the 
development of the Indonesian 
financial service sector, as written in 
the Indonesian Financial Service 
Sector Master Plan 2015-2019, which 
aims to increase the investor base by 
easing the requirements to become 
an investor. 

The initiative also correlates with 
KSEl's role as the Capital Market

Depository and Settlement 
Institution, tasked to process the 
account opening process of potential 
investors in the Indonesian Capital 
Market. 

Moreover, KSEI electronically 
records capital market investor 
portfolios in its main systems: the 
C-BEST (Central Depository and 
Book-Entry Settlement System) for 
Equities and Debt-based Securities 
since 2000, and the S-INVEST 
(Integrated Investment Management 
System) for Mutual Funds since 2016. 

Regarding this grand project, 
KSEI Director Syafruddin stated that 
KSEl's initiative is a response to 
increasingly sophisticated 
technological advancements and the 
current trend of digitalization and 
adoption of electronic means. "This is 
why we need quicker and more 
accessible Securities Account and 
Client Fund Account opening 
processes for potential investors," he 
noted. 

Furthermore, Syafruddin said 
that KSEI positively welcomes the 
issuing of OJ K's Circular Letter on the 
Account Opening Simplification 

program. He believes that the 
Circular Letter provides a legal 
base for the implementation and 
related mechanisms, as well as for 
KSEI to collaborate with Securities 
Companies and Client Fund 
Account Banks, regarding the 
initiative. 

"In the current Securities 
Account and Client Fund Account 
opening process, there are several 
steps that are manually done, and 
investors still need to visit the 
offices of their Securities 
Companies to fill in forms. We

want to change it so that the whole 
process can be done electronically 
and digitally through the KYC 
(Know Your Client) mechanism 
which will shorten the process of 
opening an Investment Account to 
less than 30 minutes," explained 
Syafruddin. 

In addition to Securities 
Companies, Client Fund Account 
Banks that have partnered with the 
Securities Companies can also 
perform the faster account 
opening process. In this regard, 
Client Fund Account Banks cannot 
provide recommendations on 
particular Securities Companies to 
potential capital market investors. 
Besides establishing partnerships 
with 14 Client Fund Account Banks 
for the implementation of this 
project, KSEI also collaborated 
with the BEi, Client Fund Account 
Banks, Securities Companies, and 
the Indonesia Securities 
Companies Association (APEi) in a 
Working Group to implement the 
Securities Account and Client Fund 
Account Opening Simplification 
Program. 

"Through this program, we 
hope that we could make the 
process to become a capital 
market investor quicker, more 
accessible, and can be done 
throughout Indonesia." 

(Editor/MT) 
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T 
he 1 �

th Annual Best Deal and

1 Solution Awards 2018 in 
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, on 

February 21, 2019, became a venue 
of honor for the Indonesia Central 
Securities Depository (KSEI) as it 
received an award as the Best 
Central Custodian in Southeast Asia 
for 2018. This year's award was 
presented by the CEO and 
Publisher of Alpha Southeast Asia, 
Siddiq Bazarwala, to KSEI President 
Director Friderica Widyasari Dewi. 

The award was the second time 
that KSEI has won such an honor 
after previously receiving the 
Marquee Award as Asia's Best 
Central Securities Depository in 
2016 for its achievements in 
developing the Indonesian Capital 
Market, primarily through the 
implementation of S-INVEST. 

In her acceptance speech, 
Friderica expressed her honor that 
KSEI has received such an award for 
its second time. She also noted 
that, in addition to all of the hard 
work of all KSEI personnel, the 
achievement could not have 
happened without the support and 
cooperation of the Financial 
Services Authority (OJK), 
Self-Regulatory Organizations 
(SRO), and capital market 
participants. Their contribution was 
a significant factor in KS El's success 
in finalizing and implementing its 
development programs and 
innovations in the Indonesian 
Capital Market industry throughout 
2018. 

According to her, the various 
developments implemented by 
KSEI in 2018 have positively 
impacted the Indonesian Capital 
Market. This includes the 
implementation of the newest 
generation of the Central 

1 Depository and Book Entry 
Settlement System (C-BEST) main 
system or C-BEST Next-G and the 
switch from the three-days 



KSEI ONCE AGAIN WINS BEST CUSTODIAN 
IN SOUTHEAST ASIA AWARD 

KSEI second win as the Best Custodian in Southeast Asia has brought a 
wave of optimism for its strategic programs in the future. 

KSEI President Director Friderica Widyasari Dewi (left), accompanied by KSEI President Commissioner 
Rahmat Waluyanto (right), accepting the Marquee Award from Alpha Southeast Asia magazine's CEO 
and Publisher Siddiq Bazarwala. 

transaction settlement cycle (T +3) to the two-days cycle (T +2) with the help of 

SROs. "We hope that these developments will provide better accessibility for 

investors during their transactions and attract new investors to invest in the 

capital market," stated Friderica. 

Meanwhile, Alpha Southeast Asia CEO and Publisher Siddiq Bazarwala noted 

that KSEI deserved the honor of being named as the Best Central Custodian in 

Southeast Asia as it has shown a strong commitment towards improving the 

Indonesian Capital Market throughout the previous year. 

Siddiq highlighted that the series of efforts that KSEI has conducted 

throughout 2018 is a strategic step to anticipate the increase in the number of 

Capital Market Investors in the future. He believes that this potential can already 

be seen in the rapidly surging number of investors in the Indonesian Capital 

Market since last year. 

KSEl's data indicates that the number of investors in the Indonesian Capital 

Market increased by 44% in 2017 - 2018 and has reached a total of 1,793,050 as 

of March 2019. Therefore, the newest generation of KSEl's system was designed 
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to have six times the capacity of its 

predecessor and the capability to 

handle up to three million investors. 

Equally significant, Friderica 

added, is that in 2018 KSEI also held a 

crucial role in the adoption of a new 

transaction settlement cycle, from the 

previous three days (T +3) to two days 

(T +2), which was implemented for 

trading in the Indonesia Stock 

Exchange on November 26, 2018. 

"KSEI held a crucial role in the 

process as November 28, 2018, 

became the joint transaction 

settlement day for both the final 

trading day of the T +3 Settlement 

cycle, which was on Friday, November 

23, 2018, and the first trading day for 

the T +2 Settlement Cycle, which was 

on Monday, November 26, 2018. 

Through KSEl's efforts, the Double 

Settlements on November 28, 2018, 

went successfully without any 

significant problems," she explained. 

2019 Strategic Program 

Currently, KSEI is also launching 

several more Capital Market 

innovations, including the initiative to 

simplify Securities Account and Client 

Fund Account opening processes. 

KSEI has started this initiative since 

2016 with a preliminary target of 

creating guidelines for electronic 

application usage during account 

openings and Securities Account 

openings through Customers Fund 

Account Administrator Banks. The 

next phase of this program will be 

developing infrastructure to support 

the simplified mechanism for 

Securities Account and Customers 



Fund Account openings through 

AKSes Financial Hub in 2019. 

KSEI is also studying the 

possibility of implementing a full 

dematerialization of the Indonesian 

Capital Market. As its latest 

strategic initiative, which is the KYC 

(Know Your Customer) 

Administrator Agent, KSEI has also 

started a study on the creation of a 

centralized KYC database platform 

that can be used by Financial 

Service Participants (PJK) to share 

KYC information in order to 

maintain a better customer data 

quality. Presently, individual 

investors who are registered in 

different Financial Service 

Participants must still undergo 

repeated KYC processes. 

According to Friderica, KSEI is 

also focusing on other programs 

such as the upgrade to the AKSes 

Next Generation (AKSes Next-G) 

facility, implemented in May 2019. 

"This upgrade to the AKSes Next-G 

will include a more simplified login 

process which only requires an 

e-mail address. Also, AKSes Next-G

users will not be limited to only 

investors, but also the general 

public," she noted. 

The e-proxy and e-voting 

platform is another initiative that 

KSEI has launched. This initiative is 

targeted to improve the efficiency 

and effectiveness of General 

Meetings of Shareholders (GMS) for 

relevant parties, which include 

facilitating the authorization of 

representatives to attend the GMS 

and voting through the e-proxy and 

e-voting platform.

"For this initiative, KSEI has

appointed the Central Securities 

Depository (CSD) of Turkey - MKK 

(Merkezi Kayit Kurulusu) as its 

partner in developing the e-proxy 

and e-voting platform," Friderica 

added. 

(Editor/MT) 

KSEI CUSTOMER SATISFACTION SURVEY 2018: 

KSEI SUCCESSFULLY MAINTAINS 

CUSTOMER SATISFACTION RATE 

KSEI Service Users' 2018 Customer Satisfaction Index (CSI) in 
2018 once again was higher than its target, set by the Financial 
Services Authority (OJK), as KSEI continues to improve 
its services for the future. 

T
he CS! itself signifies the 

success of a Service Provider 

Company's operation, higher 

CS! numbers reflect higher customer 

satisfaction for the services that they 

receive, and this usually correlates 

with a higher financial performance 

for the Company. 

As a Self-Regulatory 

Organization (SRO), the Indonesian 

Central Securities Depository's (KSEI) 

primary objective is to provide a 

standardized, secure, accurate, 

orderly, and timely service that 

enables it to become a regional-level 

Depository and Settlement Institution. 

Therefore, KSEI continues to provide 

innovative and highly-efficient 

services that match with the 

development of regional markets and 

the needs of its Service Users. 

KSEI wil I use the results of the 

Survey to formulate its service 

working plan, which aims to improve 

KSEl's system and central custodian 

services for the following years. 

Furthermore, KSEl's Customer 

Satisfaction Survey will also become 

the basis of KSEl's continuous service 

improvements and upgrades to meet 

with Service Users' expectations. 

The method used in the 2018 

Survey included the distribution of 

questioners to KSEl's Service Users, 

which comprise of Securities 
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Companies, Custodian Banks, 

Issuers, and Registrars. 

Questionnaires were also sent to 

several financial authorities, 

including the Financial Services 

Authority (OJK), Bank Indonesia (Bl), 

and other SROs such as the 

Indonesia Stock Exchange (BEi) and 

the Indonesian Clearing and 

Guarantee Corporation (KPEI). 

Other parties that received the 

questionnaire included KSEl's 

business partners, including vendors 

that collaborated with KSEI in 2018. 

By circulating the questionnaire to 

financial authorities, other SROs, and 

business partners, KSEI hopes to 

collect inputs, expectations, and 

opinions that can help KSEI improve 

its services for the future. 

The questionnaires were 

distributed online and offline. For 

offline distribution, the KSEI CS! 

questionnaires were given to 

attendees at the KSEI Participants' 

Gathering in Bali on November 2-4, 

2019. Meanwhile, online distribution 

was done through a special link 

delivered from KSEl's official e-mail. 

After the questionnaire 

distribution, in-depth interviews with 

Securities Companies, Custodian 

Banks, were conducted in December 

2018, followed by Focus Group 

Discussions (FGD) involving 





KSEI AND KPEI SUCCESSFULLY HOLDS 

ACG-CTS SEMINAR 

T
he Indonesia Central Securities 

Depository (KSEI) and the 

Indonesian Clearing and 

Guarantee Corporation (KPEI) made a 

great choice in selecting the city of 

Yogyakarta as host to the 21st Asia - Pacific 

Central Securities Depository Group Cross 

Training Seminar (ACG-CTS). At the 

sidelines of the international seminar, 

participants from various Asia-Pacific 

countries were also able to enjoy 

Yogyakarta's unique natural beauty, artistic 

culture, and culinary paradise. 

The seminar, which was the main 

event of ACG-CTS 2019, was kicked-off 

with presentations by three members of 

the Boards of Directors of Indonesian 

Capital Market Self-Regulatory 

Organizations (SRO): President Director of 

the Indonesia Stock Exchange (BEi) lnarno 

Djajadi, KSEI Director Supranoto Prajogo, 

and KPEI Director lding Pardi, who all gave 

an update on the Indonesian Capital 

Market. 

The event continued with six seminar 

sessions where participants exchanged 

information regarding the latest issues that 

each countries' capital markets are facing 

and the initiatives that they are currently 

undergoing. The seminar also covered 

various themes including, Risk and 

Recovery Management; Exchange of 

Information, Legal, Technical, Investor 

Services, and New Business Initiatives. 

The first session focused on Risk and 

Recovery Management and involved 

participants from several countries, 

including Pakistan's Central Depository 

Company of Pakistan Limited (CDCPL) as 

the moderator of the first session. In the 

next session, India's National Securities 

Depository Limited (NSDL) gave a 

presentation on the impact of financial risk 

to intermediaries at Central Securities 

Depositories (CSD). Afterward, Sri Lanka's 

Central Depository Systems (CDS) 

delivered its presentation on operational, 

strategic, and financial risks and how to 

mitigate those risks. Meanwhile, KPEI also 

participated in this session with a 

presentation on the Principles for 

Financial Market Infrastructure (PFMI) as 

part of its risk mitigation. The China 

Securities Depository and Clearing 

Corporation (CSDC) followed by sharing 

information on digital conversion 

challenges and risk mitigation. 

The next session was on Exchanges 

of Information and moderated by Mr. Rei 

Kanechiku of the Japan Securities 

Depository Center, Incorporated 

(JASDEC). The first presentation was given 

by SWIFT on the ISO 20022 adoption 

process, followed by KSEI with an 

explanation on its plans to replace ISO 

15022 with ISO 20022, and JASDEC with 

a presentation on ISO 20022 adoption in 

the Japanese Capital Market. Later on, 

India's Central Depository Services 

Limited (CDSL) shared information on 

Foreign Portfolio Investors (FPI), including 

on how the CDSL monitors and regulates 

FPls. The Taiwan Depository and 

Clearing Corporation (TDCC) also gave a 

presentation on Foreign Investors, with a 

focus on how to attract them by 

promoting good corporate governance. 

Also, during the Exchanges of Information 

Session, the Vietnam Securities 

Depository (VSD) gave a briefing on 

Vietnam's initiatives and developments. 

The Legal Session closed the first 

day of the seminar. In this session, China's 

CSDC opened with a presentation on the 

legal implications related to Securities 

Accounts and shared their experience on 

how to manage self-discipline. Afterward, 

South Korea's Korea Securities Depository 

(KSD) and India's NSDL delivered 

presentations on account structures and 

Securities depository services, as well as 

their legal regulations, in their countries. 
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KSEI also contributed during this 

session with a presentation on the 

legal functions of Securities Accounts 

at KSEI. 

The second day of the seminar 

started with the Technical Session. 

India's NSDL gave the first 

presentation on Cyber Security 

Frameworks, followed by Sri Lanka's 

CDS which gave its views on 

cybersecurity. Pakistan's CDCPL then 

gave a similar presentation on the 

technology that it uses to protect its 

information from cyber-attacks. 

Vietnam's VSD continued with a 

briefing on its Security Information 

and Event Management(SIEM) 

system which monitors information 

technology systems and prevents 

network attacks. 

Next on the agenda was the 

Investor Services Session. Taiwan's 

TDCC started it off by sharing 

information on its investor services. 

India's CDSL followed suit with a 

breakdown on the additional services 

that it provides to facilitate investors 

even more, including e-voting, 

m-voting, protection of investor

rights, website information

dissemination, and Account Holder

services. South Korea's KSD then

gave a briefing on its investor

services, including the VoSS (Voting 

Support Service). 

KSEI also participated in the 

session with a demonstration of its 

AKSes facility, which enables 

investors to monitor their investment 

portfolios. 

The last session of the seminar 

was on New Business Initiatives. 

India's NSDL opened the session with 

a presentation of its Cyber Security 

Operation Center (C-SOC) to 

participating CSDs. Afterward, KSEI 

presented its ideas on the use of Big 

Data for CSDs, while South Korea's 

KSD shared their insights on 

improving CSD services through 

technological innovations. 

Finally, SWIFT closed the 

seminar with a presentation on the 

use of ISO 20022 in implementing 

new capital market technologies. 

(Yulia Purnama/Zwesty/Editor} 









Activity 

■ 
ASIAN BOND MARKETS INITIATIVE 

ASEAN+3 Bond Market Forum (ABMF) 

ASEAN Bond Market Forum (ABMF) Meeting 2019 and 17th Meeting of 

the Cross-Border Settlement Infrastructure Forum 

30th ASEAN+3 Bond Market Forum (ABMF) and the 17th Meeting of the Cross-Border 

Settlement Infrastructure Forum which are follow-ups to the ASEAN+3 Bond Market 

harmonization and integration routine meetings. This year's event was held at the Asian 

Development Bank Headquarters in Manila, the Philippines, on January 28-29, 2019. 

During the ABMF meeting, KSEI took a role as an observer to learn more about Bond 

Markets at the two ABMF Sub-Forums. Each of the participating Countries gave a 

presentation on their latest achievements, and Indonesia was represented by the Financial 

Services Authority (OJK) during the session. Meanwhile, during the Cross-border 

Settlement International Forum (CSIF), KSEI gave a presentation on its most recent 

developments in 2018-2019. 

Enterprise Risk Management 2019 

Awareness Event 

KSEI once again held its Enterprise Risk 

Management 2019 Awareness Event for its 

staff at the Grand Savero Hotel and Bogor 

Botanical Garden on February 1 S-16, 2019. 

With a theme of "ERM Awareness, Anytime, 

Anywhere," the annual event was aimed at 

promoting a culture of risk awareness by 

introducing risk management processes 

through seminar and role-playing activities. 

The ERM awareness program is part of the 

Company's commitment to implement Risk 

Management and proof of KSEl's 

comprehensive and human-resources 

oriented risk management, based on the 

principles of ISO 31000. 

KSEI Service Users Seminar 2019 

The Indonesian Central Securities 

Depository (KSEI) held its "Economic and 

Political Discussion 2019" event at the Main 

Hall of the Indonesia Stock Exchange on 

March 14, 2019. More than 600 

representatives from Securities Companies, 

Custodian Banks, Investment Managers, 

Mutual Fund Selling Agents, Registrars, 

RON Administrator Banks, Payment Banks, 

Issuers, and Capital Market Associations 

attended this year's event. This annual 

event is held routinely by KSEI as part of its 

appreciation for the trust that its Service 

User institutions have given to it. The 

theme of this year's seminar was chosen to 

provide the most actua I information for 

Service Users on the various economic and 

political conditions that could affect the 

performance of the Indonesian Capital 

Market. 
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Introduction and Hands-on Testing Event 

for the e-Proxy and e-Voting Platforms 

As preparation for the implementation of the 

e-proxy and e-voting platforms, scheduled

for the first semester of 2019, KSEI launched

a Familiarization and Hands-on Testing Event

for users of the e-proxy and e-voting 

platforms from January to February 2019 in 

Jakarta and Surabaya. The event was aimed 

to introduce the accessibility and advantages

of the e-proxy and e-voting platforms, as

users were able to launch a simulation of the 

e-proxy and e-voting platforms during the 

hands-on testing session at KSEl's office.

Business Continuity Management 

(BCM) Activity 

KSEI held a Business Continuity 

Management (BCM) event to ensure and 

prepare for KSEl's continued business 

service during emergency conditions. The 

exercise, which involved KSEl's staff, 

included a migration process from KS El's 

C-BEST and S-INVEST main systems to its 

Disaster Recovery Center (DRC) system on

Saturday, March 16, 2019. Supported by

its equally capable DRC backup system, 

KSEI managed to maintain a normal

operational performance during the

exercise. The BCM exercise was also

participated by several of KSEl's account

holders who accessed the C-BEST DRC

machine. Overall, the simulation to divert

KSEl's operational activities went smooth 

and successful.
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